
EASY TO USE DESIGN  - Remove adhesive wheel weights with simple leverage without 
damaging wheel. 

Rubber Coated Handle - Anti-Slip rubber coated handle for constant daily use. 

Pliers NEVER touch the Wheel - Designed to ensure the use of the wheel weight as 
leverage on the wheel and not the tool. 

Adjustable Screw - Adjustable clamping force allows for precise use of tool on multiple 
sizes of adhesive weights.

(More Details on Back)

MODEL 50144
Adhesive Wheel Weight Removal Tool
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Specifications:                             MODEL 50144

 X Using Screwdrivers or Knifes can badly damage or scar the rim. 

 X Even a SMALL Scratch on rim can cause oxidation and completely destroy finish on 
the rim. 

 X A conventional plastic adhesive wheel weight removing tool will WEAR-OUT  
quickly, causing the need to purchase much more through out the year. Not very 
effective.
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NOTE: ESCO reserves the right to change, alter, or modify product(s) without notice. This includes but is not limited to product: color, design, parts, accessories, etc.

Why use something not designed to last?
Plastic Scrappers are an alternative to using knifes and 
other sharp abrasive objects that can damage aluminum 
wheels while removing adhesive wheel weights but they 
wear quickly.

WHY USE VERSUS CONVENTIONAL TOOL?

Easily Remove Adhesive Wheel Weights
WITHOUT Causing Scratches or Notches on Wheels

The Pliers DO NOT 
touch the alloy wheel

The design of the jaws is to ensure that the gripping of 
the edges of the wheel weight do not grip under the 
adhesive weights and will not damage the rim.

The balancing weight leans on its own soft tape, 
therefore not damaging the wheel.

Unique Design:
Teeth provide optimal 
leverage and strength 
when removing wheel 
weight

Cutter:
Used to Cut strips of 
weights or soft metal 
weights for precision 

Coated Handles: 
For anti-slip and daily 
use by professional

Adjustable Screw:
Easy to adjust 
tightening screw for 
more resistance/
pressure of tool.


